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Abstract: The purpose of this research is to discuss the revolutionary endoscopy method WCE that would enhance the diagnostic accuracy and 
reliability level. Additionally, a comparison has been made with other currently in practice endoscopy methods to single out the strengths and 
advantages of such endoscopy method. The limitation of this research caused by limited up to date data due to the restrict privacy policy 
normally adopted by hospitals regarding releasing patients information. This limitation will impose a partially outdated comparison results and 
conclusions. However, the past trends showed a steady increase in the number of medical facilities that decided to approve the usage of the 
WCE. These trends are derived from direct interactions with various medical communities. This paper originality and value comes from the fact 
that increasing number of patients showed a serious reluctant toward continuing all their prescribed medical testing or procedures. Consequently, 
serious implication can be expected affecting those patients’ health. WCE if understood correctly by both patients and doctors will have a 
positive impact on the success of diagnostic and treatment statistics. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

All The human digestive system has many organs; such as: the 
esophagus, stomach, small intestine, and large intestine, 
figure1. Therefore, many different types of diseases have been 
discovered and diagnosed through the years. Endoscopes have 
been the most important diagnostic tool used to examine the 
upper and the lower parts of the digestive system [4]. 
Nevertheless, these traditional endoscopes suffer from severe 
limitation due to their inability to visualize the entire digestive 
system [5]. 

 
Figure 1: Human Digestive System. [1] 

 
Other surgical approaches are in use today and can provide a 
high level of diagnostic data [6]. However, due to their cost 
and after surgery complications, they are not so common to 
both doctors and patients. These concerns are magnified when 
dealing with either old or young (less than 3 years old) 
patients. 
  

Wireless Capsule Endoscopy (WCE) was proposed as a 
promising alternative. WCE was approved by FDA in 2001 in 
United States. Thousands of patients have benefited from this 
revolutionary technology worldwide [7]. However, the costs 
associated with the scarcity of professionals experienced 
enough to use this technology considered as one of the major 
hindering factors till today. 
  
WCE is easy to be swallowed by an average human being as 
WCE has relatively very small dimensions: 11 X 24 mm, 
figure 2 [8]. Therefore, there is no need to procedure 
preparations protocols for all ages range. 

 
Figure 2: WCE Wireless Capsule Endoscopy Dimensions [2] 

 
The detailed engineering of the WCE is beyond the scope of 
this paper. Nevertheless, it is beneficial to give brief 
introduction on how it works. The front end of the WCE has 
micro camera that capture stream of images while it is on the 
move normally called as the “Optical Dome”. Of course, 
cameras need light to function properly. That is why there is a 
light unit built mainly from powerful LEDs (Light Emitting 
Diodes) [9]. The camera has to be able to transmit all captured 
images wirelessly to a receiver. Because of the small size of 
the WCE, the transmitter has a short range, thus, the patient 
must carry it with him/her all the time. 
  
WCE comes equipped with a battery enough to operate the 
device for about eight to ten hours. This time is all what is 
needed for the WCE to pass out from the patient body through 
the rectum [10]. 
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WCE camera can be configured by several parameters. 
However, the most interesting factor is number of captured 
images or frames per second (FPS) which will count to the 
total time needed to view these images. Usually, this time is 
about 6 – 8 hours of continuous video stream. As a result, 
some medical professionals find it unpractical to analyze the 
information derived from WCE devices. When WCE finishes 
its work, doctors will be able to download all captured images 
(typically from 50,000 to 100,000) and analyze them. 
 
One of the main disadvantages of using WCE is that the 
resulted video is too long for any doctor to watch and analyze. 
The problem is now under substantial research activities on 
how the captured images can be summarized or compressed. 
On other words, the possibility of using artificial intelligence 
in designing an automated computer system that is able to 
detect suspicious structures within the digestive system [5]. 
There are already available many algorithms for objects 
detection and tracking that might be implemented in such 
systems. 

II. SCIENTIFIC METHOD 

Scientific methods can be seen as a collection of techniques 
that are used to examine and study a specific phenomenon to 
acquire new knowledge or simply proving or disapproving 
exist theory or knowledge. The term scientific comes from the 
fact that these methods must include empirical and measurable 
evidences. Such evidences are always subject to specific 
principles of reasoning. The major difference that 
differentiates scientific methods from other methods of study 
is its reliance on scientific facts rather personal judgments and 
assumptions.  
 
In scientific approach, researchers normally start with 
proposing a hypothesis. Then, this hypothesis will undergo 
through a series of experiments to collect data describing how 
this particular hypothesis relates all dependent and 
independents variables. At the end, a researcher can use these 
results and outcomes to either prove the hypothesis or to deny 
it and call for additional research study. 
 

III. RESEARCH METHOD 

The research method adopted in this work was literature 
review. Because now days, thousands of publications can be 
found that addressed WCE technology from all known facets. 
As a consequence, it is worthwhile to spend some time and 
goes through these works and come up with a new insight that 
might be useful to people. 
 

IV. THE PAPER MODEL 

Figure 3 represents the paper model where it shows the 
dependent variable along with the corresponding five 
independent variables. The model also shows the hypotheses 
made in this paper. 

 
Figure 3: The Model of Implementing WCE in Digestive 

System Diagnostic. 
 

A. Goal 
WCE is the only comprehensive digestive system diagnostic 
tool available today: “Wireless capsule endoscopy (WCE) has 
been gradually applied in hospitals due to its great advantage 
that it can directly view the entire small bowel in human body 
compared with traditional endoscopies and other imaging 
techniques for gastrointestinal diseases [10] p17.” 
 
This new revolutionary diagnostic method has attracted 
tremendous attention worldwide from academic as well as 
from medical institutions [11]. Several medical institutions in 
many countries have reported a positive feedback from both 
patients and medical staff regarding the increasing tendency 
towards adapting WCE in their diagnostic plans [12]. 
 
However, some reports have demonstrated that side effects do 
exist in case of WCE usage, such as: abdominal pain, fever, 
weight loss, and anemia. These problems trigger the need for 
more in depth research to figure out the significance of such 
problems on the overall performance of using WCE and the 
possible solutions for them.[13] 

 
Figure 4: WCE 3D Trajectory Sample [3] 

 
Further, some researches have indicated as well that there are 
some interference does exist with other devices currently being 
used by patients. As many patient might follow more than one 
treatment plan for different medical problems; “A concern, 
which has not been studied, is the potential effect of CE on 
implanted cardiac devices such as implantable cardiac 
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defibrillators (ICD) and other electro medical devices [14] 
p5.” 
 
What follows is the detailed discussion of the dependent and 
independent variables in the proposed model. 
 

B. Factor 1: WCE is a Painless Procedure 
WCE is the only painless endoscopy procedure: “The 
development of wireless capsule endoscopy allows painless 
imaging of the small intestine [15].” In a study for Hull and 
Church, has been found that other methods of endoscopy 
could be as painful as one can think of. In many times this a 
reason why patients refuse to accept this procedure, putting 
their health at risks. “Colonoscopy is sometimes painful for 
the patient and often difficult for the  endoscopist, but it is 
hard to predict how difficult or painful the examination will be 
[16] p12. ” 
 
In a recent study for  [17], a questionnaire was distributed to 
180 patients were each one of them returned at least one 
response (94 %). Additionally, 79 % have done all required 
parts. 14 % out of the total participating patients have 
expressed their experience with endoscopy as a painful 
process. In on other hand, 59% find it as an oppressive. While 
doctors argue this type of endoscopy did not cause any bodily 
reactions, some patients (47 %) reported a throat ache. Other 
group of patients has expressed and increase level of anxiety, 
depression before administering endoscopy regardless of 
which type. 
 

C. Factor 2: WCE is an Advancement in Endoscopy 
 

WCE is a revolutionary advancement in endoscopy filed: 
“Wireless capsule endoscopy (WCE) is a new technology for 
small bowel imaging [18] p9.” Baopu and Meng have 
summarized in their recent paper: “Interpretation of the 
produced video data for the digestive tract on each patient is 
left to naked eyes of medical staff. Such a process is very 
tedious and time-consuming with the average inspection time 
about two hours for a whole WCE video [19] p2.” Such 
argument leads to the conclusion that WCE with its 
capabilities has a significant influence on the future of 
endoscopy for its surpassing characteristics.  
 
WCE innovation opened the door wide for advanced 
algorithms techniques. “The wireless capsule endoscopy 
(WCE) invented by Given Imaging has been gradually used in 
hospitals due to its great breakthrough that it can view the 
entire small bowel for gastrointestinal diseases [20] p21.”  One 
example of such advanced algorithms is objects detection and 
tracking algorithms. 
 
Additionally, an interesting field of study resulted from such 
needs is called Video Summarization. In this technique, an 
algorithm is applied to filter out all faulty, out of scope images 
form the captured images stream to increase the reliance level 
on the remaining images only, “Video summarization, aimed 
at reducing the amount of data that must be examined in order 
to retrieve the information desired from information in a 
video, is an essential task in video analysis and indexing 
applications [21].” 
 

 

D. Factor 3: WCE has a 3D Capability 
WCE is the only available endoscopy technology with 3D 
capability: “Wireless Capsule Endoscopy (WCE) is 
an endoscopy technology that allows medical personnel to 
view the digestive tract non-invasively. Physicians can detect 
diseases such as blood-based abnormalities, polyps, ulcers and 
Crohn’s disease [22] p7.” Due to many difficulties facing 
WCE, such as limited illumination and irregular motion of the 
capsule endoscope [23], 3D become a potential solution. A 
recent paper for [24] has demonstrated the possibility for 
utilizing image segmentation to obtain a 3D reconstruction of 
the mucosal tissues. This kind of reconstruction requires 
sophisticated mathematical models that normally consumes 
large amount of computing processing power. Currently such 
advancements are still under intense research to increase 
efficiency and decrease resources consumptions and hence the 
overall costs. 
 

E. Factor 4: WCE Images are Numerical Representation 
Computer aided images are just numerical representations: “A 
color WCE image is a snapshot of the digestive tract at a given 
time. However, in a computer-aided diagnosis system, the 
image content semantics needs to be translated in numerical 
ways for interpretation. There are several ways to represent the 
numerical form of an image known as image abstraction [8] 
p3.” Following this methodology makes it possible to 
automatically analyze images and detect interesting textures, 
that is, any abnormal structure that can be defines as a medial 
issue [25]. Doctors usually spend long time do such analysis 
manually and generally they report that this process became 
unreliable after a short while. [26] pointed that designing a 
computer aided detection system is feasible, though has it is 
limitation as well. 
 

F. Factor 5: Most of WCE Images are Wasteful 
Most of the WCE resultant images are wasteful. A study for 
[27] has found that only less than 5% of the total captured 
images of a WCE video, which is normally in the range of 
55,000 – 100,000 frames, typically have abnormalities. 
Consequently, it is very important to design an algorithm that 
can automatically distinguish abnormal findings from normal 
ones. Interestingly, while WCE in move inside the patient 
digestive system, it faces a lot of asserting factors, such as, 
guts movements. Such movements make the WEC turn and 
flip the thing that cause it capture unusual images and hence 
waste [28]. Limited illumination yet is another problem. 
Although a separate illumination source has been provided to 
the WCE, it still not enough to capture high clear images 
compare with other traditional endoscopy methods [29]. 
 

V. DISCUSSION OF THE MODEL 

In this paper I have showed the general features of the 
revolutionary advancement in the field of endoscopy. WCE is 
a relatively recent innovation. The first time has been 
approved was in late 2001, [30]. Since then it has been gone 
through many revisions and insights. Every day more people 
vote for the use of WCE. As a result, new developments of 
specific technical features have been proposed on continuous 
manner. Some found their way to application while other 
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awaiting further insights and research. While this paper was 
limited to five of the most important and influential factors on 
the success of implanting WCE, many other still unaddressed 
here for practical reason. As providing a comprehensive 
literature describing WCE technology will require hundreds of 
pages and of course this is beyond the scope of this paper. 
 
However, this technology still relatively recent in practice and 
consequently suffers several drawbacks. One problem that is 
highly recommended for future research is  `movement 
control`. The actual motion of the WCE is derived mainly by 
peristaltic propulsion of the gastro-intestinal GI movements 
where they are definitely unpredictable. This leads to the 
necessity of solving this problem without affecting the 
applicability of WCE usage and being in the patient body for 
many hours.  
 
Other problems come from the fact that we cannot assume that 
the patient intestines will be completely empty without 
expecting any remaining that will be likely to obscure the 
captured images clearness. Many physicians have reported that 
they were confused about the rambling frames captured by 
small intestine junctions. WCE because of its compact size, it 
suffers from an engineering limitation known as narrow field 
view. This can limit the analytical ability of physicians related 
to how much information can be actually revealed by captured 
images. WCE uses an optical dome to capture images where 
this dome can be covered with any kind of remaining. 
 
Yet another limitation imposed by the use of WEC caused by 
the lengthy stream of images that can be over 50,000 images 
per patient. Physicians need to spend in average several hours 
to analyze the full range of captured images which is a great 
challenge. This can be another interesting area for future 
research which suggests the design of an automated system 
that is able to recognize suspicious features within the entire 
digestive system. These suspicious features can be anything as 
tumors, bleedings, ulcers etc. This stream of research has the 
opportunity to benefit from already proven feasibility of 
objects detection and traction algorithms. Many of these 
algorithms found their use in industrial quality assurance 
applications, security monitoring systems and even in deep 
space observation activities. 
 
3D reconstruction of the captured images can be promising in 
terms of overcoming some of the previous drawbacks. There 
are a decent number of serious practical implementations of 
such algorithms. Kolar has tried to design an active vision 
system using traditional hardware [31]. The design included 
the integration of an image sensor along with a pattern 
projector. 
 

VI. IMPORTANCE OF MODEL 

This work is important because it provides an explanation of 
relatively new technology that may people still not aware of it. 
Even for people who had a chance to look at it, they still have 
not exposed entirely to the facts that lie behind WCE 
technology, as [32] have claimed this can be seen as one the 
reason why WCE still did not receive attention that it deserves 
from both research and medical practice communities. Doctors 
generally tend to use what they already know and skilled in 
using. Therefore, they are somehow reluctant in delving inside 

new technologies that they do not yet have a complete control 
on its effects or interactions with other environmental factors. 
 
From this point of view, we believe in the importance of 
spreading positive understanding among all interested 
communities including the general public. This kind of 
understanding will help greatly the implementation of WCE as 
we except that more people will become convinced in its 
volubility and effective improvement of people health. 
 

VII. CONCLUSION 

After considering different facets of the newly developed 
WCE technology, we came to the conclusion that WCE is to 
dominant the field of endoscopy in near future [33]. [34] has 
claimed that while many other endoscopy technologies are still 
in practice widely and on every day basis, continuous 
evaluation reports and surveys addressing the endless side 
effects on patients’ health physically and psychologically.  
 
On the other hand, WCE as is still relatively recent 
technology, it is therefore the most expensive compared to 
other endoscopy technologies. Such burden has a significant 
impact on adopting WCE especially in countries with low 
economy level [35]. However, as new advancements and 
developments are published in this interesting and exciting 
field on daily basis, we strongly believe that the costs of 
implementing WCE should decrease dramatically in the 
coming few years. Nevertheless, other resources such as 
charity organizations and helping centers can be investigated 
to support the application of such new technology to needed 
individuals around the world. 
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